AZ is regularly releasing music and videos, much to the excitement of her followers.
With the content expected to be a success and fame imminent, the exciting, intimate
sound gains attention and is supported by a mesmerizing performance.
The development of her unique style is the result of a lifetime of musical influence.
Growing up in an entrepreneurial music management family meant that AZ was always
surrounded by different forms of the music industry. Her father was a full-time music
entertainment manager, and her parents exposed her to a wealth of music as a child,
all of which influenced her development.
AZ’s musical journey began in Atlanta, GA. She had the opportunity to meet many
great artists and watch them work, attended concerts, attended various set productions
and listened in on business conversations.
After realizing that making music and entertaining was a gateway to taking people to
another dimension, she began to develop her talent in various aspects, taking vocal
lessons and making sure that her name, talent and music were being honed for people
to enjoy. She was quickly noted for her unique tone to the R&B scene, and her
reputation began to grow.
As her confidence grew and her style developed, she soon saw more opportunities to
showcase and became a part of the Pepsi FunkFest opening for artists such as New
Edition, TLC, Babyface, GUY and SWV. Local events gave her an opportunity to
showcase at nonprofit events and festivals.
Her musical ambitions continued to grow, alongside long-term relationships AZ was cast
on ‘Just Keke’, cameoed in videos with Jacob Latimore and appeared on Growing Up
Hip-Hop Atlanta’s premier season. These appearances garnered more attention from
the music industry.
Finally, after honing her unique sound over recent years, she is now preparing to
release her next single, ‘Moola’. Previously AZ released ‘All Falls Down’ and ‘More’,
which have been released on all music platforms.
AZ’s website can be found at www.azofficially.com for more information, photos and the
opportunity to sign up to her mailing list.
Check out AZ’s Instagram, Twitter or visit her YouTube channel for visual content.
You can reach her management team via phone at (470) 437-7704 or via email.

